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The popular weekly Motor Trade Radio, in association with eBay Motors Group, has 
responded to the COVID-19 crisis by launching a series of special interviews with industry 
leaders sharing their views on how to manage activities during the lockdown. Here’s an 
excerpt from their interview with Derren Martin, Head of UK Valuations at cap hpi.

Click here to listen to more interviews from industry leaders on Motor 
Trade Radio across a wide range of download platforms à

With showrooms open again in England, what is happening to car values right now? 

We base our values mostly on wholesale data. We also look at retail data but there is a 
lag between how retail advertised prices react compared to trade transacted values. 
We’ve seen some real strength in trade prices. That first week back for showrooms in 
England was very strong, we’ve spoken to many dealers and they’ve seen a lot of pent-
up demand in the market from consumers, either because they’ve been unable to buy 
vehicles during the lockdown or they’re looking for alternatives to public transport.

With regards to values we’re seeing a compression in the market; older cars are going 
up in value and younger ones going down slightly.

Older cars have been performing well and at the cheaper end some of our values have 
gone up as a result. We’ve seen older German premium brands in demand and people 
downgrading from younger vehicles to realise some cash by going to cheaper older 
cars. We’re also seeing people who haven’t bought a car before looking at small city 
cars. 

From your data, would you say retail and wholesale prices are reacting the same?

They’ve been reacting very differently. It has been more volatile on the trade side. 
There have been ebbs and flows according to supply and demand. What we have seen 
is wholesale vendors with different selling strategies. Some started selling at low 
prices, probably below the market, and they’ve been putting their prices up as 
demand has increased. Others held their prices from March and have kept their prices 
as strong as possible.   

I do think retail values could potentially go up if trade prices increase and dealers try 
to maintain their margins. 
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